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Abstract

We have studied the effects of point defects on coherent phonons in ion-implanted bismuth

and graphite. Ultrafast dynamics of coherent phonons and photo-generated carriers in the

femtosecond time-domain have been investigated by means of pump-probe reflectivity

measurements. Point defects are introduced by irradiating graphite with 5 keV He+ ions. For
Bi the dephasing rate of the Ag phonon increases linearly with increasing ion dose, which is

explained by the additional dephasing process of the coherent phonon originated from

scattering of phonons by the defects. For graphite, introduction of the defects enhances the

carrier relaxation by opening a decay channel via vacancy-states, which competes efficiently

with carrier-phonon scattering. The coherent acoustic phorion relaxation is also accelerated

due to an additional scattering by defects. The linear fluence-dependence of the decay rate is

understood as scattering of propagating acoustic phonon by single vacancies.
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1. Introduction

Ion implantation into the crystal is of great interest because it is a key process of

manipulating material properties. Until now, lattice disorder in solids induced by ion

implantation has been extensively studied by using Raman spectroscopy.[1,2] The phonon

correlation length of GaAs (100) during keV He' irradiation was estimated from Raman line

shape of the longitudinal optical phonon.[2] Such in situ measurements allow us to observe

phonon localization in the presence of point defects at the initial stage of low energy ion

irradiation.

Recent advances of ultrashort light pulses enable us to generate and observe coherent

lattice vibrations in the time domain. There have been presented several observations of

coherent phonons in bismuth and other semimetals.[3-6] In these experiments the coherent

Aig mode has been observed in the ferntosecond time scale, and the displacive excitation of
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coherent phonons (DECP mechanism) has been proposed for the generation of the coherent

phonon.[3,7] In this mechanism, photo-excited carriers create a nonequilibrium electron

distribution, and as a result, crystal lattice begins to oscillate around the new equilibrium

position. The phonon dephasing rate can be generally described as a sum of the anharmonic

decay rate and the pure dephasing rate.[8] The main channel of the relaxation of the coherent

Aig phonon in bismuth is the dephasing process originating from the phonon-phonon

interaction caused by anharmonicity of the lattice potentials

Lattice defects in semiconductors have been nvestigated in low temperature grown GaAs.

Dekorsy el al. compared the dynamics of electric field, transport, and coherent phonons in as-

grown and annealed low-temperature (LT) GaAs by an electro-optic technique, and suggested

that the differences in the decay time of the coherent LO phonon and the photo-excited carrier

were related to the different microscopic forms of excess arsenic and point defect density.[9]

Scholz et al. have reported results of ferntosecond pump-probe optical absorption experiments

for coherent phonons on F centers in KBr .[10] These reports indicate that the ferntosecond

pump-probe technique 's useful to study the effect of defects on utrafast dynamics of

phonons. There are a few reports on coherent Aig phonons in the polycrystalline Bi film[ 1]

and in the ion-implanted Bi polycrystalline film.[12] However the origin of the dephasing for

the coherent phonon due to defects is not yet clear, and systematic measurements on coherent

phonon dynamics in ion-implanted materials are required to understand the dephasing

process.

Graphite is a model two-dimensional system in solid-state physics and has many industrial

applications. Carrier dynamics of graphite was studied by pump-probe reflectivity

measurements in 1990, in which the photoexcited carriers were observed to be equilibrated

with the lattice and recombine within I ps.[13] The same technique has been widely applied

to investigate the lattice dynamics of semiconductors and semimetals.[14] The lattice

'bration of graphite, however, was not observed directly in the time domain until the recent

work by Mshina and co-workersj 1 5] because it requires detection of a reflectivity change as

small as AR/R - 10-7 . Although they revealed the generation and detection mechanism of the

coherent acoustic phonon of graphite, they have left the relaxation dynamics of the coherent

phonon undiscussed.

In this paper, the effect of ion implantation on dephasing of the coherent phonon is

examined for bismuth and graphite by using a ferntosecond pump-probe technique. The

relaxation time of the coherent optical phonon in Bi films and graphite is precisely measured

for various ion doses. The obtained decay rate for the coherent Ag mode increases linearly

with the dose. Our experimental results directly show that the phonon-defect scattering

process plays an important role on the dephasing of the coherent phonon in addition to the

anharmonic decay process in ion-implanted bismuth.
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2. Experimental

The bismuth films studied in this work were prepared by vapor deposition on polished

Si(001) substrates at room temperature. They were about 5000 A thick, and x-ray-diffraction

measurements showed that they were polycrystalline. The graphite used as samples were

highly oriented pylolytic graphite (HOPG). In order to examine the effect of point defects,

500 keV Bi+ ions were implanted into the polycrystalline films, and keV He+ ions into

HOPG at various doses, respectively. The damage depth for bismuth deduced from the Monte

Carlo calculation TRIM) was about 2000 AJ16] and the damage profile was almost a

Gaussian function with a peak at 710 A from the surface. The maximum value of DPA

(displacement per atom) calculated using TRIM was 003 for the dose of 2xlO"Bi+/cm'. The

ferntosecond pump-probe measurements were performed at room temperature. The light

source used was a mode-locked Ti�sapphire laser with a central wavelength of 800 rm. and

pulse width of 70 fs A standard reflection-type pump-probe configuration was employed.[Il]

Pump and probe beams were polarized orthogonal to each other to avoid scattered pump beam,

and were focused to a diameter of about 100 gm on the samples. The penetration depth of the

laser beams was about 1300 A, and covered well the irradiation damage area in which point

defects exist. The reflectivity change AR/R was measured as a function of the delay time by

scanning the optical path length of the probe beam.

3. Results and Discussion

Figure I shows the transient reflectivity change obtained for bismuth films implanted with

doses from IXIO14 Bi +/CM2 to 2x 1015 Bi I/CM2. Coherent oscillations of the fully symmetric Aig

mode (the frequency 's 97.3 cm-' = 292 THz at 295 K[12]) are observed on the non-

oscillatory background component that corresponds to the reflectivity change due to

electronic excitation and relaxation. The time-domain wave form of the background

component is obtained by subtracting a oscillatory component from the transient reflectivity

change and is indicated with the dashed lines in Fig.l. The rise time of the background

component decreases from 200 fs to 60 fs and the decay time also decreases from 37 ps to 22

ps with increasing ion dose. The effect of ion implantation on photo-excited carriers is caused

by carrier-defect (vacancy) scattering that would originate from deformation potential

perturbation by local strain around the defects.[17] In Fg.1 the initial amplitude of the
1015 /CM2 scoherent phonon oscillation at a dose of 2x 131 1 smaller than those at smaller doses

by a factor of 0.8. This decrease in the amplitude is simply explained by using a vibrational

time correlation function in which the amplitude of the coherent oscillation depends on the

inverse of the decay rate, i.e., the decay time, of the coherent phonon.[] 8]

In order to estimate the dephasing time of the coherent Ajg mode for various doses,

the time derivatives of the reflectivity change are derived from time domain data in Fig. . The

dephasing time and the frequency of the Ajg mode are obtained by fitting the time-domain
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data to a damped harmonic oscillation with

a single exponential decay. The dephasing

time decreases from 386 ps to 239 ps as

the dose increases, being clearly seen with

the guide envelopes of a single exponential

decay. The decrease in the dephasing time

can be qualitatively explained by the

scattering of phorions by defects in on-

implanted bismuth. The frequency of the

Ajg mode is 97.4 cm" (the time period is

342 fs) at a dose of WO 14 Bi+/CM2 A small

frequency shift toward the high frequency

i'/cm side by 04 cm-' was observed with

increasing dose from IXIO14 Bi+/cm 2 to

2xlO'5 Bi' /CM2 2x 1015 Bi +/CM2 A possible explanation for

_1 I _r__ the frequency shift is compressive strain0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14

Delay time (ps) due to the formation of defectsj 17] Figure
Fig. 1. Time-resolved isotropic reflectivity change for 2 shows the decay rate of the coherent Aig
the bismuth films at various ion doses.

mode obtained from the inverse of the

dephasing time r . The decay rate

increases linearly with increasing ion doses
04 +/CM2 -/CM20.40 - from IXIO14 Bi to 2xlO"B1 The

dephasing process of the coherent optical

phonons in solids have been considered to
0.35 -

be anharmonic decay due to phonon-

phonon interaction in the k-space.[19] This

0.30 - decay process depends mainly on the

4i lattice temperature. In the present study the

0. 25 - 4 dose-dependence of the decay rate (Fig.2)
O�O Or5 LO 1.5 2.Ox11 015 suggests clearly the existence of additional

131+ Dose (/cm 2 dephasing process, i.e. phonon-defect

Fig. 2 The decay rate of the coherent Al. phonon scattering. This scattering process is
as a function of Bi ion dose. The dashed line is a thought to be a pure dephasing process due
fitting to the data using Eq. (1) with 3.86 ps.

to an elastic scattering of coherent phonons

introduced by perturbing potential by defects.[17] In this case the combined scattering rate I/

-c can be expressed as,
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+

Ttotal 'UO Tdefect

where 'r is the anhan-nonic decay time, T df,,t is the phonon-defect scattering time constant

that depends on the density of point defects introduced by the ion implantation. The second

term in Eq. (1) is directly related to the linear dependence of the decay rate with ion dose in

Fig.3 and is expressed as a function of ion dose through the number density of point defects,

N;

NY(WAIJ, (2)
ddect

where -( is the frequency-dependent phonon-defect scattering rate. A similar expression for

the defect-induced phonon scattering has been proposed in the investigation on the thermal

conductivity of diamond.[20] Based on the assumption that the anharmonic decay process is

not affected by the existence of defects, the experimental data in Fig.3 can be fitted with

Eq.(l) and we obtained r = 386 ps as a constant, This value agrees roughly with that

obtained for the as-grown Bi films 3.57 ps) in our measurements. Our experimental results

indicate that the coherent phonon is scattered by point defects to lose its coherence.

Figure 3(a) shows the normalized anisotropic reflectivity change R,,-ARy)/Ro for

unirradiated HOPG. The oscillation of the reflectivity has a frequency of 131 THz 42 CM-),

as shown in the Fourier transform in the inset of Fig. 3(a), and corresponds to the coherent

40- interlayer shearing (E2gl) mode of
X15 graphite. 21 The decay time of the

20- coherent E2g, phonon was TE2gl=11.6±0.9

0- ps for unirradiated graphite, which is in
an agreement with the previous work.

-20- Upon ion irradiation, the amplitude of the
,6- coherent E phonon was decreased as

40- 2gl0 1 2 3
(a) THz shown in Fig. 3(b). The frequency of the

coherent phorion was almost constant,

0- except it showed a slight red-shift for

very low fluences. The decay time,

-20- together with the decay rate r
E2g1=l/TE2g1, was plotted as a function of

ion fluence in Fig. 4 The decay time was

-40- N 0 1 2 3 decreased as the ion fluence increased
THz 13 2

above 4 I He /cm while it was5 lo 15 20 25 30
Delay (ps) independent of ion fluence below 4xlO 3

2Fig. 3 Time-resolved anisotropic reflectivity change He+/CM It is noted that the formation of
for unirrMated gr4yhite (a) and graphite irradiated
with WO .3 He+/cm (b). vacancies was confirmed by means of
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Raman scattering spectroscopy even below 4xlO13 He +/CM2.

The relaxation of coherent phonons is generally determined by scattering by incoherent

phonons thermal lattice vibration), impurities, and defects. The contribution of phonon-

phonon scattering is expected to be small for the coherent E2.1 phonon in graphite, since the

decay time was not significantly dependent on temperature.[15] Ion irradiation gives rise to

additional damping due to phonon-vacancy scattering, r, that depends on ion fluence

IFE2 I . + F, W - (3)
The fluence dependence of graphite is explained by a simple model of scattering of

propagating acoustic phonon by a single vacancy in analogy to capture of carriers by defects

in low-temperature grown GaAs.[22] According to the model, the scattering rate of phonons

by vacancies is given by

1-',(� =N., �),uvTA, (4)

where a v is the cross section of a single vacancy given by a v= 7 (a/2)2 with the

interatomic distance a, and vTA the group velocity of the E2gl phonon in the long wavelength

limit.[231 Raman measurements on the ion-irradiated HOPG samples confirmed that the

number density of vacancies per unit volume Nv is given by

Nv(+) = NdVd+, (5)
with N the number density of C atoms in graphite, a d the displacement cross section, and vd

the damage function.[241 This simple model reproduced the observed fluence dependence

very well except for the low fluences below
13 + 2

4x1O He /cm, as shown in Fig. 4 The4-
15 deviation may be related to the slight redshift

of the phonon frequency w E2gl observed for

0.10, i�t: the same fluence range. Indeed, resonant
0 5o -1oTo- (frequency-dependent) phonon scattering was

S Fluence (10 12 He+lcrn)
10- observed for many single crystals containing

defects and impurities.[20] However, the

resonant scattering by defects leads only to an

increase of the scattering rate at a resonant

51 frequency, which is not the case in the present
0 20 40 6� 80 100 study. We interpret the deviation of E2g1

M. (10"H.+/cM') from the linear fluence dependence in the low

Fig. 4 The decay time TE2gj and the decay rate fluence range as follows. In ion-irradiated
I'F2 I of the coherent E2.1 phonon as a function

of Ae ion flucticc. The solid line and curve graphite, the relaxation of hot carriers via
represent a model calculation after Eqs. (3)- (5).

vacancy-states competes with carrier-phonon

scattering. This would reduce the generation of incoherent (optical and acoustic) phonons and

therefore scattering of the coherent E2g, phonon by incoherent acoustic phonons A similar,

but much more remarkable initial decrease, followed by an increase, was observed also in the
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decay rate for coherent optical phonon of ion-irradiated GaAs.[25]

Raman studies on ion-implanted crystals generally allow us to observe the asymmetric

broadening of Raman peaks of phonons due to the relaxation of the wave-vector selection

rule.[26] In our time-domain experiment, the band width of the Fourier transformed (FT)

spectra for the Ajg mode is slightly broader even for the highly ion-implanted B film than that

for the as-grown film. Moreover, the intensity of Raman peak of the Ag phonon mode for te

ion-implanted Bi films are very weak, and difference in the band widths in the frequency

domain is not clear. Coherent phonon measurement in time-domain is thus of great advantage

to study directly the dephasing of phonons.

4. Conclusion

The effect of point defects on the lattice vibration dynamics in ion-implanted bismuth was

studied by using a ferntosecond pump-probe reflectivity technique. The coherent oscillation of

the Ag phonon was observed in bismuth polycrystalline films implanted with Bi' ions at

various doses. The decay rate of the Aig phorion increased linearly with increasing dose,

showing the existence of the additional dephasing process of the coherent phonon originated

from scattering of phorions by the defects in ion-implanted Bi. We have also demonstrated

that the dynamics of carriers and coherent acoustic phorion in graphite are very sensitive to

vacancies created by ion irradiation. The obtained understanding should open a door to the

control of ultrafast device properties by utilizing defects. For disordered materials such as ion-

implanted solids, the time-domain measurement of the coherent phonon is a powerful tool to

determine the dephasing rate of phonons precisely.
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